
This lightweight tool is constructed of plated

steel to maintain strength in a compact size.

Squeeze protection is provided by machined

stops on the bottom jaw to ensure maximum

flow control without damaging the PE pipe.

Guide bars are positioned on both sides of the

tool to center the service line in the jaws.

C75R-A1

Weight    Squeeze Capacity     Height Width*

16.5 lbs (7.5kg) 1/2” - 3/4”     65” (1.65m)            3.8” (96mm)

The model C75R Remote Squeeze Off Tool is 

designed to squeeze 1/2” to 3/4” PE service

lines safely and effectively from above ground.

The C75R comes complete with a static

grounding spike that is easily stored with

 the tool.

3/4” Remote Squeeze Off Tool



This tool is constructed almost entirely of aircraft grade

aluminum alloys, allowing for a lightweight, strong and

versatile tool. The jaws flat bars with radiused edges provide

center springs on either side of the jaws to ensure the pipe is

properly aligned every time. 

Weight Squeeze Capacity Height

28 lbs (12.7kg)    1/2” - 2”             5’

C200R
2” Remote Squeeze Off  Tool

The model C200R Remote Squeeze Off Tool is designed to

squeeze 1/2" to2" PE pipe safely and effectively.  

The C200R incorporates a collapsible fixed handle and a

detachable rotating handle for ease of storage. The tool also

features a rotating gauge plate, 5/8" hex drive for use in

confined spaces, and a convenient carrying handle located 

at the balance point. 

The  C200R  also  offers  a  grounding  spike  to  ensure  safety
 during the squeeze process. 



C165R
Remote Steel / Riser Squeeze Off  Tool

Features include a three position head that will

pivot to 45° and 90°, telescopic handle that can

extend from 7’ to 14’ keeping the operator a safe

distance from the gas line break. 

The Power Team single stage hydraulic hand pump

provides 10,000 PSI pressure in a lightweight and

compact design. Hydraulic hose supplied is 2-ply,

1/4” I.D. reinforced with two braids of high tensile

steel wire and have a 20,000 PSI burst rating with

an oil and weather resistant rubber coating. 

Weight              Squeeze Capacity            Height (tool only)                Width* (tool only)

45 lbs (20kg)  3/4” - 2"        18”              7.2”

The model C165R Remote Hydraulic Squeeze Off

Tool is designed to control steel gas line breaks 

onrisers and distribution lines up to 2” in 

diameter.

 Needle Valve

Hydraulic Hand Pump



Weight    Squeeze Capacity     Height Width*

9.5 lbs (3kg)       1/2” - 2”                12”                6.5”

C100R

plated steel 

The Model C100R Manual Squeeze Off Tool is designed to squeeze 1/2” to 2” PE pipe safely and 

effectively. The C100R features aircraft grade aluminum squeeze bars, chrome sideshafts and a 

coated feed screw, reducing corrosion and friction.  This tool can be operated with the detachable torque 

baror with a ratchet on the integral hex at the top of the feed screw.  The unique swing-out / lock-in 

bottom bar design allowsfor quick and easy access to the pipe even in confined spaces, and the detachable 

stabilizing bar provides added stabilityduring the squeeze process. The C100R also offers a grounding spike
 to ensure safety during the squeeze process

2” Manual Squeeze Off  Tool



Weight    Squeeze Capacity     Height Width*

1.5 lbs (0.8kg)         1/2” - 3/4”                 2.5”                 10”

C132R
3/4” Manual Squeeze Off  Tool

The Model C132R Squeeze Off Tool is designed to squeeze 1/2” to 3/4” PE pipe.  The C132R features a positive clamp 

style,with fixed gap squeeze settings to ensure that the gas line is completely closed off without 

damage. It’s lightweight,compact size and many uses makes this tool a great addition to service line work.

The C132R also offers a static electricity grounding spike to ensure safety during the squeeze process.


